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A surface adlayer is generated on organic single crystals (tetracene and
rubrene) using the site specific Diels–Alder reaction and a series of vapor
phase dienophiles. X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) confirms
adsorption on the surfaces of tetracene and rubrene and mass spectrometry demonstrates the reaction’s applicability to a range of dienophiles.

The functionalization of surfaces with small adsorbates has allowed
scientists and engineers to manipulate material properties1 including
tribology,2–4 adhesion,5–8 biocompatibility,9–11 corrosion resistance,12
catalysis,13 electronic band structure,14and luminescence.15 For
example, monolayers of n-alkanethiols have reduced the rate of
oxidation on copper; at a monolayer thickness of 25 Å, oxidation
decreases by two orders of magnitude.12 Furthermore, in nanoparticle
systems, the nature of the terminus on an adsorbed monolayer
determines its attraction to and uptake into cells.9,10 Using
established chemistries on common substrates such as coinage
metals (gold, silver, copper),16 silicon,17 silicon dioxide,18
platinum,19 and alumina,20 to name but a few,21 these highly
developed systems even allow for incorporation of complex
functions into materials.19,22,23
The diversified properties of these reacted materials raised our
interest in the possibility of functionalizing the surfaces of organic
semiconductors. In fact, many of the significant flaws of organic
semiconducting materials, for example, their propensity to oxidize,24
degradation resulting from humidity,25 and the prevalence of trap
states at the semiconductor/dielectric interface32,33 have been classically remedied in similar systems via monolayers.26,27 It is also
possible to change the electronic properties of the materials (carrier
density, carrier mobility, conductivity, field-eﬀect mobility) in devices
based on surface eﬀects,28,29 presenting a compelling motivation for
a means of surface selective functionalization. In fact, an earlier
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report by Calhoun et al. demonstrated that functionalizing the
surface of tetracene and rubrene with organosilanes (trichloro- or
triethoxy-) produced a thin (presumably oligomerized) film that
increased the surface conductivity of the crystal.28 If such work
could be extended to a highly defined and perhaps milder reaction,
a wider variety of functional groups could be appended to an organic
surface with greater control over density and location, and eventually
lead to the manipulation of properties.
In this vein, we report the surface functionalization of two
organic semiconductors, tetracene (1) and rubrene (2), via the
Diels–Alder reaction as a step towards generating ordered
coverage on an organic single crystal surface. The Diels–Alder
reaction is site-specific, well studied, and can accommodate a
wide range of adsorbates (3–7, Fig. 1), potentially allowing for the
organization and diversity of adsorbates previously exclusive to
thiolate monolayers. Additionally, our initial studies of tetracene
and rubrene imply that this reaction should be general to the
acene class of organic semiconductors which find a significant
role in current electronics.30

Fig. 1 The Diels–Alder reaction occurring between the surface of single crystal
acenes (the Diels–Alder dienes, 1, 2) and commercially available dienophiles
(3–7). (top) The mechanism for the Diels–Alder reaction between tetracene and a
generic dienophile. In the case of tetracene (1), the reaction preferentially occurs
at the 5,12 position. (bottom left) In the case of rubrene (2), the reaction is
predominately at the unsubstituted 1,4 position.
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Experiments were performed on single crystal surfaces. In contrast
to thin-film organic materials, where various crystalline facets inhibit
the study of well-defined chemical reactions, organic single crystals
have very low surface defect densities and known surface molecular
geometries.31,32 Single crystals of tetracene and rubrene were grown by
physical-vapor transport in argon in a horizontal tube furnace33 and
either collected oﬀ the furnace walls as free crystals or grown directly
on slides. If crystals were removed more than an hour before analysis,
they were stored in a nitrogen filled glovebox or a vacuum chamber in
the dark. For a typical reaction, a single crystal was placed in a Schlenk
round bottom flask equipped with a glass hollow stopper containing a
dienophile and the crystal was placed approximately 8 cm away. The
pressure in the flask was reduced (10 1 Torr) to remove residual
volatiles and then heated to 85 1C (where all dienophiles display a
vapor pressure of at least 0.27 Torr).34 Reactions were allowed to
proceed for up to 3 days to ensure substantial coverage. Reacted
substrates remain crystalline as determined by X-ray diﬀraction.
Two methods were employed to confirm adsorption of the
dienophile on the surface, its chemical identity, and any potential
face selectivity of the reaction: mass spectrometry and X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS). If necessary, these solid–vapor
Diels–Alder reactions were compared to solution generated
equivalents (sealed tube, toluene, 0.1–0.3 M, 120–150 1C, 8–72 h,
see ESI†) so that the known adduct, once characterized, could be
used as a standard. Such samples are referred to as the standard
adduct throughout the paper.
To begin, we probed a reacted tetracene crystal surface for
the presence of dienophile adsorbates. In order to provide a
diagnostic XPS signal, which was not obscured by the elements
present on a pristine surface, 2,3-dichloromaleic anhydride (3)
was chosen as the dienophile. The lack of Cl 2p signal for an
unreacted crystal can be seen in Fig. 2 (dotted line). In the
reacted crystal, the characteristic Cl 2p3/2 and 2p1/2 signals are
clearly seen. Importantly, the Cl 2p signal in Fig. 2 (solid line)
(201.3, 202.9 eV) has a similar binding energy to that of the
standard adduct (Fig. S1, ESI†) which was analyzed as a powder.
Indirectly, these same data can also be used as an indication of

Fig. 2 XPS studies of the Cl 2p core electrons for tetracene single crystals grown
directly on gold slides demonstrating adsorption of 2,3-dichloromaleic anhydride
(black line). Unreacted single crystals grown directly on gold slides (dotted line)
demonstrated no Cl 2p signal. Signal binding energies were referenced to the
C 1s signal occurring at 284.5 eV.
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chemisorption of the species: the low pressure (B10 8 Torr)
and ambient temperature of the XPS chamber suggest against
physisorption in the case of our sample.35,36 Similar results
were observed for rubrene, though the data here are suggestive
of two distinct adsorbed species (Fig. S2, ESI†)
To confirm the (chemisorbed) nature of the adsorbed species,
mass spectrometry was used to identify the maleic anhydride adduct
at the crystal surface. Here, a crystal exposed to maleic anhydride (4)
was directly vaporized at 10 8 Torr via a thermal probe. Molecular
ions and fragmentation patterns for the single crystal are identical to
those of the standard adduct (Fig. S3, ESI†). Thermal experiments
also allow us to conclude that the majority species is chemisorbed
(Fig. S4, ESI†) based on a small but observable signal for physisorbed
material, distinct from the prominent adduct signal. With chemical
adsorption of the dienophile established, MS was also used to screen
several tetracene–dienophile reactions for adduct formation; it
was used to confirm the adducts of tetracene single crystals and
N-methylmaleimide (5), fumarodinitrile (6), and tetracyanoethylene
(7) (Fig. S5–S7, ESI†).
The previous mass spectrometry results also allow us to comment
on the potential applicability of the Diels–Alder reaction to other
reactants. Dienophiles (3–7) were chosen in order to cover a range of
reactivity from highly activated olefins (7), to intermediate (3, 4, 5), to
mild (6).37 The presence of an adduct for fumarodinitrile (6) is worth
noting due to its low activity. We assume that a successful reaction is
a consequence, in part, of the tetracene; a rather reactive diene. This
acene core displays reaction rates with maleic anhydride more than
10 times as much as 1,3 butadiene, a standard diene. Other typical
acene organic semiconductors (pentacene, rubrene) have been
shown to be even more active toward dienophiles.38 This activity is
important as we expect that the reaction must occur in a sterically
demanding environment.
Theoretically, the fixed orientation of the reactive diene moiety
within the single crystal could induce confinement eﬀects,39 limiting
the kinetics and possibly the thermodynamic stability of the system.
Such eﬀects should be predictable based on the crystallographic
density of the acene core and its orientation with respect to the
exposed surface and its nearest neighbors (Fig. 3). Crystallographic
data of tetracene40 show that the largest face, the ab face (Fig. 3b), is
primarily composed of a staggered herringbone structure with a
nearest adjacent molecule approximately 5 Å apart. Tetracene
molecules are in the same plane and the hydrogen on the adjacent
molecules is approximately 3 Å distant from the neighboring acene
core, presumably impeding the reaction. Instead, the other faces of
the crystal, including the bc and ac, are expected to react with greater
ease, based on a more exposed acene core (Fig. 3).
We observe evidence of the predicted diﬀerences in reactivity
when examining single crystal tetracene crystals which have been
reacted with 2,3-dicholoromaleic anhydride (2). Fig. 4a shows an
optical microscopy image of a single crystal of tetracene with the
ab face in the plane of the image. As can be seen in the Cl 2p region
of the XPS spectrum (inset) no discernible chlorine signal can be
seen. When a crystal is examined on its side (where a combination
of other faces exist) a significant chlorine signal is observed. While
this does not rule out reaction on the ab face, it does suggest that the
rates for the various faces are diﬀerent by orders of magnitude,
much higher than reports of Diels–Alder reactions at sites with
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furnace schematics and advice on crystal growth, and Phillip
Romanello for his assistance in furnace construction.
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Fig. 3 The crystal packing of tetracene and its arrangement relative to exposed
crystal faces. (a) A simple unit cell for tetracene including crystallographic axes.
Bond distances and molecular orientation can be found in ref. 40. (b–d) The unit
cell shown with an overlaid macroscopic crystal face highlighting the portions of
the molecules associated with the (ab) (ac) and (bc) faces of the unit cell.

Fig. 4 Optical images of the tetracene single crystals and their corresponding
Cl 2p XPS spectra as insets. (a) The large face of a tetracene single crystal (scale
bar is 1 mm) displays little/no reaction as determined by the lack of chlorine
signal. (b) A single crystal placed on its side to expose the edge shows the
presence of chlorine. Binding energies were referenced to the C 1s signal
occurring at 284.5 eV and signals have been normalized to the area of the
sample within the focal point of the beam.

limited accessibility.41 It also indicates the potential for face selective
reactions. Further study of this phenomenon is clearly warranted.
In summary, we have demonstrated that it is possible to
dose adsorbates onto single crystals of tetracene and rubrene
using the Diels–Alder reaction. A wide range of adsorbates
containing functional groups such as imides, anhydrides, and
cyano groups were applied, demonstrating this chemistry as a
means to functionalize crystals of the acene class. While much
exploration remains (e.g. rates of reaction and explicit surface
coverage), potential exists for this chemistry to generate a
defined, regular, and reproducible surface chemistry. Understanding these further properties and harnessing the capability
to tailor the adlayer will surely lead to stimulating advancements in the theoretical and the experimental domain of
organic materials, particularly at their surfaces.
JWC thanks NSF CAREER award #1056400 for supporting
this work, Prof. Vitaly Podzorov for providing horizontal tube
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